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3. Kenneth Cagle, Lost Sea, Sweetwater, Tenn.
4. Wayne McCord, Fantastic Caverns, Springfield, Mo.
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DOWN UNDER is published quarterly
by the NATIONAL CAVES ASSOCIATION, ni, 6,
McMinnyi.Ile , Tenn. 37110. Areacode 615, 668-4396. Material for publication ShOUld be sent to the Editor at the above address.

COV€R:
The beaming gentleman on this month's cover is both cur ex-President and our
new President:
Thomas H. Gibson, Slqline Caverns, Front Royal, Va. He (eagerly)
posed with Forbidden Caverns cavewomen, daughters of Pete Hailey and Bill Hounshell
at Gatlinburg's Greystone Hotel, 1970 NCA Convention Headquarters.
'

Editor's

Note:

--That the December,
1970 issue is just appearing--in
March, 1971--is regrettable: but unavoidable.
Between mid-November and now ywr Editor has installed &.
cave-Lighting system for one cave, blasted a 150 ft. bypass for another, nearly finished
a jeep-road through his own cave, had Christmas (and Christmas Parly), and handled;
nearly <4900 Boy Scouts ..• It's easy to understand why there hasn't been time to sit down
and listen to the hours of Convention tapes before this. •. I apologize: but I just cwldn't
get to it before this. Chances are all Convention issues will be similarly delayed--sim.ply because of the timing in the year.
--There'll
still be 4 issues in 1971--80 don't de

.sparr.

v. Annual

Convention

November 11-15
Again the Annual Convention was
tendance of member caves made for' the
senting 34. caves (some non-members).
Smokies were still tinged with the beauty
that happened were the quiet walks taken
linburg or the quiet slopes of a mountain

Tennessee

the highlight of the NCA year. Nearly IOl1l, atlargest crowd ever: with. 65 registered,
repreWeather coop~;ratedi~autifUiiy,
and the Great
of" autumn. --Perhaps some of the nicest things
by some IndividiialBC-aioog the streets of Gattrail. . .
.

,,
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Pre-Convention field trips offered plenty of cave--and plenty of southern hospiSEQUOYAH CAVERNS, Valley Head, Ala. was first on November 11. Abnndant
reflecting pools, much water, a falls, excellent trails & lighting set off a well-decorated,

tality.

scenic cave. Sequoyah also hosted cave people to a fine lunch at restaurant at foot of
Lookout Mountain.
RUBY FALLS, Chattancoga., was next. Many improvements had been made since
the 1966 Convention: new trail-surface,
new lighting, new parking facilities, building &
grwnds improvements; why even the waterfall seemed to be pouring forth with greater
vigor •.. Wednesday night Ruby Falls and Silk Screen Display Co. hosted a Banquet royal
at the Belmont Club near Ruby Falls. Extravagant, spectacular, dehcious was the experience!
.
Thursday visitors traveled to Sweetwater, Tenn. to "Sail the LOOT SEA." After
"refreshments"
and lunch there, they were given a look at this unique cave--which features a remarkable
underground body of water--over
which glass-bottom boats carried
cave-owners, while sinfully large rainbow trout glided below--unthreatened
by the fisherman.
Thursday afternoon everyone played "hide & seek" trying to find TUCKALEECHEE
CAVERNS (who had taken down their directional 'markers for winter season).
Everyone
agreed that the monstrous "big room"and "candlestick" stalagmites were worth the hunt.
Thursday night a thoroughly disorganized,
hungry, sleepy bunch of cave-operators reached Gatlinburg's
Greystone Hotel & Howard Johnson!.s Motel, Any activities
planned for that evening were cancelled ... in favor of eating! Sti Il there was time afterward for socialiZing and tale-telling.

Convention

Notes ...

The VI. Annual Convention of the National Caves Association was officially opened
Friday morning, November 13, at Convention Headquarters,
the Greystone Hotel, Gatlinburg, Tenn. by Convention Chairman Pete Hailey--who
welcomed guests--expressed
appreciation to those who had helped with the Convention--particularly
Pete & Sue HUlOshell.
Roy Davis off ered the Invocaticn.
Mr. Zeno Wall, Jr., Dir. of Gatlinburg Chamber of Commerce extended an enthusiastic greeting and welcome to the city and to the Great Smoldes.
President Thomas H. Gibson greeted guests and presided at the meetings tlRt
followed.

What Was the best Promotion for You?
__ Panel discussion

moderated

by Carl Gibson & Ken Cagle

MARVEL CAVE, Jack Herschend: We create events that serve as vehicles for
news media. O.l1~"Festival of Craftsmen" and "Root Digging Days" have been especially
successful.
We get support from local interest, Chamber-or Commerce,
etc. We have
''honorary Directors"
for cur Feativa.l-o-and we ask them to participate
in some way.
MERAMEC CAVERNS, Bob Hudson: We continued with tried & true: Iolders ;
placemate , glass-wraps.
We also produced a movie this year ($1000 per minute), under
direction of a professional company. We covered a 4-state area on TV. Different stalions show this--using a sponsor.
It costs us about $20 per showing. An Agent, "Mooern Talking Pictures" distributes the film for us. We're beginning to question warth of
continued use of bumper stickers.
--Glass covers cost $2, 070 per 1,000,000.
CUMBERLAND CAVERNS, Roy Davis: OJ.r lifesaver has been wintertime Boy
Scout busmeaa,
We devised a "Spelunking Trip" which includes a "wild" caving exper-
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ience for boys, commercial tour, slide-show, ghost-story, sleeping in cave, and breakfast in morning. We charge $3.50 admission for this trip. Kids also buy patches, goodies, souvenirs. Special problems in cave, including rest-room facilities, have necessi-

tated jeep-road now under construction.
SKYLINECAVER~S,Tom Gibson: We've noticed a decreastngamount of editorial
acceptance of free material going out from anyone attraction. Webegan to cooperate
with other attractions in our area, and set up bogus corporation, "SkylineTravel Council
of Virginia." We're receiving better acceptance. Better to have a story with two paragraphs about SkylineCaverns than an entire story not printed.
SEQUOYAH CAVERNS, Dick Borden:

Reaching

our cave is not easy--due

to the

several highwaysinvolved. We.felt we needed to do something to get restaurants, service stations, etc. working for us. ''What do we get out Of it?" they would ask. We issued a coupon: 'We enjoyed SequoyahCaverns so much that we recommend that you see
it this trip." --Presented at our ticket booth we give the visitor a free crystal--compliments of
Service Sta, At end of each month we mail cut to these folks what we call
"torrtst bonus checks." They amount to 50~per couponthat has come in. Last year we
frond it cost us 17~per adult to advertise this way. If the station runs out of coupons or
folders, they sure let us knowabout it!
HOWECAVERNS,Rodney Schaeffer: We think our best continuing campaign is
our entire advertising program! We have fallen into a "comfortable rut" over manyyears
of operation. We feel each part of our promotion program compliments each other. We
rely heavily upon radio (population density in our area is great), feeling that dollar for
dollar it pr-oduces more for us than anything else.
NATURALBRIDGECAVERNS,Clara Heidemann: We tried TV last year, and
have concentrated efforts more at home. We had an ad in the funny paper--with our
building, cave & train pictured- and a coupon that families could bring. This worked.
\\UNDERCAVE, Frank Raulston: Billboards are our prime promotional effort.
We buy baked enamel signs through Allen-Morrfeon, Lynchburg, va. Folderdistribution
is our other main stay.
NATURAL STONE BRIDGE & CAVES, Lydia Neubuck:

Billboards

are not allowed

in northern N. Y. Representation on maps and travel guides prepared by oil stations, the
State, etc. is biggest stngle. factor of promotion. This year we tried an alteration .or
our popularbirdhouse--by cutting them in half and making them into mailboxes. They're
in demand by the finest Motels now. I'm planning to provide Bulletin Boards for laundromats--with a pocket for my brochures, this year.
FORBIDDENCAVERNS,Pete Hailey: I can tell you some things that won't work!
Unlike most attractions who have to attract tourists- here at Gatlinburg we already have
the tourists: our problem is to lure themoct into the country. Hand-outs on street will
not work. Discounts and bargains did not work. Miniature 2x5 bumper--etripe given to
children seemed a good idea. Book-matches are no good. Billboards and local recommendations seem ourbest means. We sponsor weather broadcast onlocal radio to advise
waitresses, bellboys, etc. tla t we're around. ,We're working with local cable TV people
--to provide a closed circuit TV channel that will "pan" minute spots of attractions--to
inform guests what there is to do and see in the area.
CAVEOF THE MOUNDS,Fred Hanneman: We work throughan ad agency in Madison, Wis., which handles- newspapers, radio, TV. Since we've started this, we can't
stop it! We hire folder distributing agencies in Chicago & Milwaukee. We sell bumper.
strips. We follow sport shows. We have a 600ft. movie, "American Caves" distributed.
thr crgh educational institutions. We go after school business in early spring (as many as
1500schools per season. )
LAKE SHASTA CA VERNS, An9Y Anderson:

We make about 9 Boat & Sport shows

, per year--distributing some 200,000 brochures. Several attractions on our lake go together to produce the br-ochures. Federal government is building.a Guest Center-and
we're going to be permitted to display within this Center. Schoolgroups are big sources
of revenue for us. (I put in bubble-gum bins so we could get their last penny!) We're
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staying open all Y~,az:. 'I'oreach our cave you have to take a boat across the lake, a bus
up the mountain arid then a 2-hr. trip. Oli" ferry boat cost $40,0001 We 'have an evening excursion on 'lake using same boot (holds 100 people)--a 3-hour trip.
',,'"
, \'
RUBY FALLS, Carl Gibson: Some of our- best advertising comes free. 'W'elloll'cit regional tcn-tst groups--chambers
of commerce, state travel director, convention
bureaus, etc. Some of these have extensive budgets. If you keep'em conatantlymformed
cl what you're doing you'd be surprised at the kind of writeups yoo'll get. We're in State
Promotional book. TVAhad never publfsbe d anything abcut attractions until we suggested
it. We've had much cooperation from Natl. Park Service in our area.
We call these
efforts "multipliers".
3-M Company has come up with "Travelaid" maps, distributing
about 1/2 million per year. Southern Highlands Attractions combines 21 attractions in
our area-vis most effective.
Talk shows on TV are good. News releaees-o-guod ones,
are beneficial.
OLENTANGY INDIAN CAVERNS, Floyd Ortman: We've started an "Ohio Indian
Lore Festival"--withIndian
dancers, Indian dance competition--allas
a vehicle for news
media. Last year we started our "Ohio Frontier" a reconstructed
Indian Village. We
were looking for a place to build a campground 7 yrs. ago--when we frond our caverns
for sale in the newspaper.
We started small With 50 sites.
We now have nearly 300
sites. Camping constitutes
about 25% of our business.
We have 4-brochures-each
cross-plugging the other aspect of the business. We're in various camp listings andAAA.
HURRICANE RIVER CAVE, Jim Schermerhorn:
I've owned cave for a year: it
had been formerly open for 40 years, but with limited advertising.
I ftrst built a billboard 15 ft~high and 40 ft. long, using 8xl6-inch timbers--at
the entrance road. This'
sign has provided most of our business.
Our road wasn't completed--nor
were we open'
until August l--yetwe did more business than former owner had done in an entire season.
FANTASTIC CAVERNS, Wayne McCord: Last year we used TV, radio, newspaper--and rented 48, signs. We found signs were most profitable investment.
In 1969
we changed design of our signs. If you can get someone else to say that they like youz::
attraction--that's
the best advertising you can get. We made a movie of Mid-Mia'souri
Gospel Singing Quartet in our cave--and they've shown this several times on their own
TV show.

Friday afternoon Convention guests journeyed to nearby Sevierville, 'rerm. , and
FORBIDDEN CAVERNS. This cave, while not large in size, is packed with interesting
reatureev-Inctudtng many formations and a rushing underground stream. Genuine "moonshine" was available in a mysterious [ug-c-and an authentic bit of "ptckin' and eingin!"
was provided by a local string band.

Bumper

Strips
-t.:

__ JackSteiner,

Silk Screen Display Co.,

Chattanooga

We think of the irate customer who tears off a bumper 's~Ck~r,.and comes into
complain: "Why. did you put that thing on .:Q1.Y
car?,j'Vfe t~,nt. of him- -and not the-many.
thousands who go away happy and prood to beIdentified.with
having been to yoor attrac-,
tion. Bumper strips will stay onto be identified when the customer gets back home-- or
at the motels ;where they, stay-cor at other attractions.
Vinyl material, is not new. It~s.aboot& .yr-s.. old. Itwas too expensive when it
first came .oot-rPut it jiasbecome cO~p'e,~tixe' to paper "i~,Jp~e.,rt:!cent,¥ears--and
ist;he.
only material t~·u~,~~,.V~nJl has ,~p.e~
acceptance, {ilo" .
_,' J.
"
I,

1

~}lRM~

. ;~,.

','
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NCA might be interested in buying bumper strips as a group. Several of you
probably buy 100 or 200,000 bumper strips.
By pooling your buying power with the little cper-atlcna-vyou might be able to serve your Association.
Wire clip-ons -are a good itern--but they do not get the distance or stay that a
bumper strip will. Main line should be of 2 to 2-1/2 inch letters.
sman letters are
hard to read. Better have location on bumper strip, too. Minimum order for strips is
5000.

Baked

Enamel Signs
-- Torn Carter,

Allen-Morrison

Sign Co.,

Lynchburg,

Va.

Obviously you've been thinking of how you might use NCA logo more effectively
in promoting yoor Association.
Perhaps a 3x3 or 4x4 baked enamel, screened-on-metal
logo to add to your existing sign programs ? It could be sheet-metal-screwed
to your
eXisting sign. A "tacker" might be helpful. A pressure-sensitive
decal might also be
helpful. We could also provide a. metal sign for ywr entrance, a clock with NCA motlff,
perhaps, an outside message-board (3x8 it) with logo on one side and bulletin (illuminated
cut-out letters) on other. Far years we've produced brochure holders.
This one holds
200--OOt we also make one that'll hold 100. We also make them so they'll hook together
to hold several types of brochures.
They'll go on counter- or wall. These run about $2
each in quantities of 500.

The National

Park

System
-- Supt. Robert Bendt, Mammoth Cave National Park

When we speak of Natl. Park Caves one immediately thinks of Carlsbad, Wind
or Mammoth. However we have literally hundreds of caves contained within the boondairies of Nail. Parks.
Only a few have been developed for public use. Natl.. Park
Service administers 278 areas comprising almost 29,000, ODDacres of land. Our areas
include Natl. Parks,
Monuments, Historical sites, Natl, Cemeteries,
Battlefields,
Seashore & Lakeshore areas, Natl. Parkways, Scenic Parkways, River Ways, Scenic
Trails, National Capitol Parks in D. C. , and grounds & maintenance of even 18 acres of
the White House. --Therefore we wear many hats.
There are three basic categories:
1. Natural areas (such as Yellowstone, Teton, Grand Canyon, Mammoth Cave); 2. Historical areas (cemeteries,
battlefields,
archaeological sites, civil war battlefields, etc.):
3. Recreation areas (lakeshores,
seashores, rfverways , etc.) Each of these areas has its specific policies and managment guidelines. Complicating these are the individual legislative acts that Congress,
when they established a particular area, designated for that area and that area alone.'
National Park Service is a "people serving agency" and also a "resource managing agency." Through the reswrces
of the Natl, Parks System millions of Americans
can find enjoyment and retreehment,
Last year 164,000,000 visited areas of the Natl,
Park System. It is estimated that 300,000,000 visits will be made to Natl. Parks in .
the year 2000.
.
Very frightening to us is the resource-use
requirements for the year 2000.
Twenty-nine-year's ago there were few caves other than those known nationally famous
as twrist attractions, and a few other known local to farmers and adventurers.
Today
there are over 14,,000 known eavee-vand more, since areas, notably in Kentucky, are
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not well cataloged.
No two
into rocky bluffs to tortuous
ens of miles. Some caves
do not have to take a single
jagged rocks and thundering

caves are alikl~.! Caves r~,D:.~efrom :shallp:o/ p~~ts..e~eJt~d
tunnels that twist and JVind through ,t()tal"qa.,rIwfi1.s'!?,.
I~)l," ,dozpass straight into mountainsides
S'l119d~~y"
step up or down. Other's go downward hu:q.dred,s;, ,"9f~~e'ei
past
waterfalls.
,'"
..

so"

t,~~4/:\fislt~~

Just as there are many sizes andishapes of caves: there ,'3.'r'€ .cliffer'enY·kinds~
Speleologists divide caves into following classes: "
"
\
1. Sea caves, carved by 'motion of ocean waves."
.
,""
2. Cliff caves, carved by ancient rivers cutting down the sandstone. ('I:p.epe
were often sites of cliffdwellers, such as it Mesa Verde.)
,
3. Lava caves, tubes or channels created by flowing lava within a flow.
4. Glacier ice caves, flowing water undermines 'glacial. ice sheets,
5. Earthquake or fault caves caused by fracturing of earth's crust due to great
pressures within.
.
6. Boulder or split-rock caves f'ormed by collapsing bluffs. Boulders stack
in such a way as to house covered rooms below.
7. Limestone caves, created by water solution. These include the largest, deepest, best decorated, 'most famous caves in the world.
Besides the approximately 200 public caves and 13,000 plus wild ones recorded, some
scientists think there may yet be 50,000 caves in the U.S. that haven't been found. There
is no way of knowing how many miles of passageway may honeycomb the underground
world beneath us.
.
Each of the Natl. Parks has been established to contribute to the visitor a deeper
understanding of how history is made on land to a better appreciation of the natural process which have given form to our countryside, and to a more profound understanding of
the environment in which we live. Mammoth Cave, Carlsbad Caverns, Oregon Caves,
Wind Caves, Mesa-Verde, Hawaii's volcanos, these and many others of our areas exlempify to the visitor marry. of the slow process that' have-car-ved and shaped the landscape with plant and animal life, both on the surface and in our caves.
One\.threat to caves, both public and private, are the professional vandals who
would strip formations from caves for sale to the tourist and rock-collector.
This situation is particularly bad in the West, but also in Ky. and Mo.
Future Americans will be more concentrated in urban areas.
Eight out of ten
Americans will live in cities in the year 2000. The projected population will have a COm..fortable, perhaps even guaranteed income--more Ieisur'e time--and a positive interest
in recreation.
--We must-all look-and plan accordingly--to the future demands of these
people in terms of the nations total recreational
needs. We in the Natl, Park Service
have been instructed to pursue an active program with federal, state and private organizations such as yourseU--to a mutual exchange of techniques, methods and active assistance in planning, design and operations.
I know there have been times in the past
when we have called on each other for advise and help. We hope you will continue to
call on us when we can-be of assistance in whatever way posaible,
>

•

J

Following Supt. Bendt's
eluded those below:

address

numerous

questions

were asked.

His comments

in-.

--Mammoth Cave increased about 14% last year: roughly-about 1;'650,000 visit:-This has been due, largely to the completion of the Interstate.
--Have had some vandalism on our self-guide tours, as expected. We have '12
guides stationed as interpreters
throughout cave. They "bump" each' hour and rotate.
--Welre experimenting with an unlighted trip, using lanterns.
It's .been euc-.
cessful.
'
--Next year we expect to try a "spelunkingtrip"limited
to2~-,40people~-a '~id~d
tour.
--Much research going on at MammothCave by Cave Re'sea.rch·FW~tion~
r.,.,
,."., Flint
", '
ors.

,

I.
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Ridge Cave system, about 4 miles away, is much larger than Mammoth. Mammoth has
approXimately 43 miles of cave--ll
of which are publicly shown. Flint Ridge is now
approaching the 100 mile markl
--All-day trip was discontinued--due to bus transportation difficulties with such
large numbers, and limitations of boat sizes.
--We've had greater numbers of "drop-ins" off the Interstate who want a quick
cave experience--and to get back upon the highway.
This is fine for us--because of our
parking limits. People are arriving later.
Early mornirg trips are not filling up.
From 10 am to 3 pm we're hurting! We limit numbers to trips (4 hr. trip has only 260
persons I)
--Charges are regulated by Land & WaterConservationFundAct.
They are $1.50
tor all trips. Those trips that require busses pay an additional 50~. Everyone 15.& under is admitted free. School groups are also admitted free.
--Of ,278 park areas Mammoth & Carlsbad probably collect more revenue--and
are closer to being s elf-auffictentv--than
any other areas. Revenues from all Parks goes
into miscellaneous receipts of Treasury Dept.
-'-We are not reducing campground areas--but
we are not increasing them. We
hope private development will provide these around perimeter of Parks.
--Generally prices charged by our concessionaires are set by standards of surrounding industry--subject
to approval of Park Supt.
--There is a limit as to how much expanding can be-done within a Natl. Park.
We may have to go to mass transportation facilities that would bring pecple from outside
areas into the Parks.
(It is possible nowfor a visitor to drive all 25 miles ar-ound Grand
Canyon stopping at each overlook--without finding a single parking spotl)
--Great problems havebecome associated with vehicle traffic entering the Smok-

res.
--To build more roads, more campgrounds, more parking lots--is to defeat the
purpose of the Nat!. Park--to preserve the wilderness.
--Natl. Park caves must be kept as natural as possible. We cannot take liberties that commercial caves are able to take.
--We recognize that improvements are needed. The way to do this is to write
Congress.
Thia takes time.
__We cooperate with State Parks and private enterprises--to
make the sort of
improvements there that can accomodate growth: recreational facilities, accomodations
etc. Improvements can be made in these areas virtually without Iimlt-o-but "DotNatl ,
Parks--which must remain "natural!'.

Tennessee Tourism
-- Harry O'Donnell, Director,

Tenn. Tourist Promotion

The tourist industry, nationally, is a smokeless, silent industry that produces
forty billion annually--and is second only to the automotive industry in economic importance.
Tourism is the world's largest single item of international trade!
In Tennessee tourist business will produce this year over $700 000 000. This
doesn't include the gross inwstry that ehoukl include transportation--~ver'
a billion &
a half I I'm talking only about receipts from tourists--apart
from transportation.
In
1969 it ran over $640,000,000.
In 1969 there were 39,000,000 tourists in Tenn. I'm
sure we'll run over 40,000,000 in 1970. We rank about 4th. in sootbeastern states->
behind Florida, Va., and N. C. Tourists to Tenn. come from Ohio, Indiana, Ill., other
southern states; and Fla. , Wis. , and Mich. It's estimated that one out of five cars on
Tenn. hwys. is out-of-state.
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The Tenn. Div. of Tourist Information processes some 500,000 rJ$ests
for literature each year, We frequently handle 10,000 inquiries per day. --Wft,i~nbw have five
Wel.c~me Statlons , and 7 more are planned. --Until three years ago Tenn. had never
exhi.blted at a travel show. We now exhibit at several--and give away upwards of 4-tons
of lite~ature at ~ny one show. We have three 3D-ft. exhibits for such Shows. --OJr
educational service has about 300 films for rent. We made a film last year called

"Tenn. and its Natural Resources.

It

Cost of operation .of Tenn. Div. of Tourist Promotion is about $1,000,000 per
year. Return from this .mvestment will go over $700, 000, 000. About $40, 000, 000 in
state taxes (about 18%) IS collected from tourists. If it weren't for the tourists we'd
have to increase our personal taxes by this percentage.
Pretty much a blue-chip investment.
What do folks want to know about Tennessee?
Mostly locations of scenic & historic sites: camping, fishing--and those unusual things they can't see in their own
states (such as caves--bears 1)
.
~r job is to inform & promote.
One visit to Tennessee isn't valuable: repeat
busmess IS the key. YOU (attractions) are the real reason why people come to Tenn. ,
~nd why ~he! come back. Resorts & attractions owners, chambers of commerce & torr1St associatlons,
restaurants,
motels, gas service: these form the backbone of the image we represent.
Businessman needs us only to do that he can't do for himself.

Highway

Beautification

Threat

Still Greatl
-- Jack Herschend,

Legislative

Rep.

We're fortunate in having sold the folk in Washington that NCA is quite a group
of people. We're really heard thr-ough a handful of folk in this room-ctnstead
of the 180
caves we claim to represent.
Folks, this organization was formed primarily because of the Hwy. BeauWication
Act of 1965. It's not a secondary thing with us--nor can it be-e-nor should it be.
Please write your Congressmen and Senators for the following information:
Ask
Senators for Senate Report #1272. Read pages 6, 7, 22, 33, 32, 33, 58 thru 61. Write
for Senate Act 4418. Ask Congressmen for House Bill 19504; House Relort 911554.
For those who say "we're never gonna' get legislation, let me read from Senate
Report #1272: "The Hwy. Beaut. Program since its inception has suffered from inadequate financing, which lias prevented any significant degree of implementation.
This
bill would remove the major barrier to an effective Beaut. Program by financing through
the Hwy. Trust Fund. Assured financing will permit implementation
of Hwy. Beaut.
Program in a highly orderly manner."
--This is a report that backs up an Act that the
Senate has already passed--in October of this year. This is already an Act! They have
figured out a means of financing. "The Committee recognizes that specific distance limitations on signs are not realistic and therefore recommends (and is' now part of the Act)
control of all signs and junkyards visible from Interstate & primary systems.'
--No
660 locations!
"Extend the required date of State Control of outdoor adverttsiug & [unk-'
yards to Jan. 1, 1971--or the expiration of the next regular session of the State.Legiala>
ture, whichever is later."
This paragraph sets in your State (If you have not already
passed a compliance law) when you will come under the law.
Under past law Secretary of Transportation
could use his judgement as to when
to invoke the 10% penalty. Now he no longer has that discretion.
State penalties for
non-compliance are emminent.
fr"
Another nail in our coffins: "Pilot programs for sign r-emoval-o-aatr to exceed
$15,000,000 per yr. would be authorized for the next two fiscal years, ending June 30,
f
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1972.!l Folks, they're serious about this! We're going to get sign legislation.
think it's not going to be happening--be aware that it's already underway!

H you

For those who feel there's nothing we can do--so not worth an effort: "Di.rectional & official signs covered in section I3le would be broadened to include racmues
of interest to traveling public--in addition to natural wonders, scenic & historic ",C!'.J ~-tctions as presently provided."
If you think there's nothing we can do, reme mbc- that
there's something we've already done. We can influencel
In Washington we rel·' .t.ent
NCAi and our folder in their file is their biggest folder--of all the industries th. use
signs! We tell them that we're representing 180 caves--and the letters are wrur
by
a half-dozen caves I Clara Heidemann has done much of the work herselfl
All 3( .ust
cooperate or we're in serious trouble for the coming year.
Write Congressmen & Senators now--on this particular issue. Ask Repr es -,talives to use influence to see that the conferees stand firm on the study c ommtsstonp.
.tcn
of the House Bill. Senate Version is a compliance bill--saying we're going ahead- "lith
Hwy. Trust funds, as written in 1965. The Study Commission will consist of 12 pe. ole,
not federal employees, to study Hwy. Beaut. for one more year. With this House Bill
we will have a good opportunity to be heard again, and by different eara-vperhapcnot
deaf ones. I've spoken with several Dept. of Trans. & House people, and they say this
Restudy is not just an effort to kill the bill. We will have sign legislation!
It gives us
another chance to argue about size and numbers. We must right now be sure that when
House & Senate go into conference that the Study Commission of this Hwse Bill goes
with it. We favor House Bill 19504--and specifically the Restudy commission portion of
that Bill.
A second letter needs to be written to both Senators asking them to use there tnfluence on the conferees to yield to the House version on the Study Commission.
sena-ors
are the area where we're the weakest.
We'd like to ask that Regional VP's serve with a big responsiblity this year
by
personally seeing that all caves within their respective Regions write letters.
If;. I Ire
elected a Regional VP--I don't care what means you use: but see that every cave In .our
Region corresponds with Washington! --I also suggest we hire Chris Mathisen, if JSeible. He's already acquainted with the Beaut. Bill, and would be qualified. I'd pr .ose
that we spend up to $3000 this year for this purpose.
Another area of real need by your Legislative Representative--is
pictures
We
need photographs illustrating why we need more than.S directional markers per hi;' vay.
We need a series of pictures depicting signs for an airport, attraction, or public Iu Uty
where federal government has found it necessary to ha ve more than 3 directional n rkers on one Hwy. We also need pictures of signs for public-operated attractions;
tnd
also pictures of signs put up by States Iorprjvately operated attractions.
--Once we've
collected pictures we'll make them available to individuals who can make use of the in in
their own State--with their own State Legislators.
Following Jack Herschend's
cussion:

remarks,

the following comments were brought

out in dis-

--Form letters are wasted.
--Roadside Business Association has suggested that Cramer of Florida would be
an excellent Chairman of the Restudy Commission. NCA agrees.
--Would be well to ask gift-show displayers to write Legislators in our behalf
--also suppliers and service-people for our attractions.
--3-M Company has had signs cut down on Interstates because they didn't have
recorded agreements.
When law is enacted you'd better have a property-owner
agreement, and have them recorded.
--Jack Herschend's report was approved. Chris Mathisan will be asked to work
for us. Copies of all correspondence to legislators should be sent to Regional VP's and
to Jack Herschend.
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Admission

Prices
__ Pete Hailey, Forbidden

Caverns

We wondered if we shoold raise wr prices.
Preparing for this Convention I sent
oat the following questionnaire:
1. Admission prices are?
2. How long have these prices been in effect?
3. If prices have been raised within last 3 yrs. --what are the effects?
a. As· to complaints?
b. As to volume?
4. If you have not raised prices in past 3 yra. , why not? Please explain factors
affecting your decision.
5. Please make any other statement relative to raising of prices which you feel

to be

pe

rtitent,

I am delighted to say that response to this simple questionnaire was overwhelming.
We
got nice, detailed letters from caves I never heard of. There were 70 responses.
Cave admissions range from 50f to $3.00--with moot charging $1. 50; second
largest category charged $2. 50. Median price is $1. 76-1/2. Thirteen caves said they
would increase their prices next year. Eleven caves said volume increased after they
had raised prices. Five said there was no change in volume before.or after price-raise.
One cave said volume decreased after they raised their prices.
Aside from lawyers, cave-operators are the mostindependent-minded peqJle I've
ever seen! Everybody has their own problem and their own solution. Most pecple feel a
raise is necessary to combat inflatative costs. Practically everyone who answered the
questionnaire expressed an interest in the customer being satisfied. It seems that price
increases, in general have not hurt volume,
There is no correlation so far as com plaints and price-raises
are concerned.
Num erous caves are either state or federal operated. We had ten or twelve responses from these. Price of admission of quite a number of caves is affected by prices
charged by nearby government-operated caves.
Some comments from those who responded:
--Rather than raise prices we changed our tours--utilizing fewer guides.
--Cave admissions like other commodities have to be governed by increase or
decrease of products bought or labor hired. For this reason we raised!
--I don't think we should out-price our caves!
--We watch prices of movies "in our area--and adjust our prices accordingly.
The movies condition our customers on current prices for entertainment in our area.
We notice that more complaints come from rural customers than city areas.
--I believe that with the current economy I'm charging all I can ($1. 75). I believe many caves are pricing themselves oat of reach of larger families.
--There has been an appreciable increase in attendance since cur Dew admissioo
price went into effect. Increase in price did not adversely affect volume.
--Cost of operation has risen so high we had to go to new admission prices.
--Labor up 25% in 1970 season. I should have raised prices at least 2 yrs. earlier than I did--but was hesitant. I received more resistance to old admission price
($1. 75) than to the present rate.
--We believe things should stabilize. We're satisfied--and
will do everything
possible to keep prices irom going highez, Constant raising of prices keeps everything
in turmoil--and
does good for nobody.
--We do not feel that a standard admission price can be ethicany accomplished
since no two caves are alike.
--It seems people are more willing topay $1. 50 than $1.
talr was worth much t
"

They"didn't
r:

think a$l
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--I strongly feel that any increase above $2, and most especially $2. 50, is unwarranted and-inflationary -and could establish a very negative image to the cave & attractions industry.
--No resistance other than normal: some folks have never visited a cavern-vand
wouldn't buy a ticket if it were 50~!
--Our cave admission was $1. 50 when haircuts were 35~ and movies under 50~.
Now movies are $2 to $2. 50 and haircuts out of sightl We are faolishnot to raise prices.
If our cavern isn't worth the price we, charge--it isn't worth a dimel
--No difference in volume. Some people would complain if it were free!
My conclusion is that if within a reasonable range, price increases are healthy
for busineas.
Most. complaints on prices come from locals or chronic complainers.
There is Some interest in NCA establishing a range of price admissions.
Groop rates
vary all over the lot.
It was interesting to note that many non-members expressed interest in NCA
activity. I wonder if one of the conclusions we should draw is that our Association might
be "pricing itself out of business"--or
if there isn't some way to get these non-members
into our organization.
Perhaps we should make some active effort to evaluate our setup
with respect to membership, and particularly the size of our annual dues.
Following Pete Hailey's

remarks,

the following comments

were made from the floor:

charged by Natl, Parks caves are less objectionable than that part
Act that allows 15 yr. old's & under admitted free. There is
also the abuse of the "educatiooal torr'' whereby all age-groups are admitted to federal
facilities without charge.
The Golden Eagle passports do not help the private cave operator, either. Natl , Parks are now considering raising age for free admissions to 18,
and admitting all foreign visitors Without charge.
--Would it be in order for our Legislative Representatives to visit with the Dept.
of Interior and discuss this?
--Prices are not related to charges of other caves alone - -but to other attractions
in an area: such as amusement parks, movies, etc.
--It's not justifiable for any of us in this room to raise our prices because we
feel the "traffic will bear it". We don't want attractions industry to have reputation that
some of the restaurants and motels have gotten into.
--People will come up to us and say they haven't b.een here in 3 or 4 yrs. I'll
say openly, "the cave hasn't changed much ... but the price is higher.
They'll usually
come back with ... "everything else is!'
--If anything-the higher price makes them roore
eager to go through the attraction--since
there is some psychological effect.
--People are silently complaining about price-increases.
Folks usually ask the
price first. You tell them: they ask: "How much time does it take?" "Well, I don't
have the time." It's not the price they complain about--but the time, or something else
but they don't go ..• because of the price! As a family spends $15 to see a cave--they'll
see fewer caves.
--Children's
rates are a factor.
9 & under are free at our place.
10-14 are
half-fare.
The family man isn't hit quite as hard as you might think.
--People expect to have to pay at age 6--60 we make it 8. They expect topayat
12--so we run it up to 14.
--Some west-coast attractions have 3prices:
6 & over $1; 12-17 $2 and adults
$3. If I were going to coosider a raise, I'd look at it this way. They have posted prices.
--A little compassion pays aff. I'm not above charging for 3 or 4 and letting the
rest go in with my, compliments.
Big smiles.
This is good will--and its important.
--Admissions

of the Land & Conservation

It
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Statistics
-- Thomas Gibson, Skyline Caverns
My office sent out a questionnaire. Some were returned by mail--some were
handed to me at this Convention. I've had no time to compile meaningful results .. I will
take all of these and compile them-e-and see what the averages
future issue of DOWN UNDER. Following are three samples:
1. What percentage

of ycu r business

comes from caverns

are--to

be published

admissions?

62.4%;

in a
52.6%,

9%. Somewhere ar-ound 60% seems to be the average.
2. . .. from gilt shop sales?
9.9%, 28.13%, 9%.
3. . .. food operatlcns?
4.9%; 12.7%, 21%
4. . .. other attractions?
1. 7%, 6.8%, 61%
5. What percentage of your gross business is spent on labor costs? 3Wo, 22.4%,21.94%
6. . .. advertising?
22.1%, 16.5%, 5%.
7. . .. merchandise for retail? 1~, 18.5%.
8. . .. car & truck expense?
1%, 1.1%, 1. 05%.
9. What is your percentage of net profit to total gross business?
14.5%, 8.7%, 11%.
10. What percentage of your advertising budget is spent on folders?
27.5%,22.9%,
24%.
11.... on signs?
32.96%, 9.2%, 6%.
•
12. Which of the following applies to your situation?
"We own orr own signs": Yes, 104
of them;
13. Own some & rent some: yes, yes, yes.
14. Do you supplement your signs during season w/poster boards?
yes, yes, yes.
15. Do you have a camping area for which you charge?
no, yes, yes.
16. If you do not provide camp areas, do you allow self contained campers to spend night.
on yoor property?
yes, yes, no.
17. What is approximate radius covered by A. folders (250, 250, 500 miles); b. newspapers (150, 600, BOOmiles), c. signs (100, 100, BOOmiles).
18. What percentage of admission sales is spent on advertising?
35.5%, 31. 5%, 7.7%
19. What employee benefits do you offer? hospitalization,
Blue Cross; life insurance
vacation, retirement program, reduction in price for food for employees.
20. What percentage of gross business do you spend on these benefits?
2%, 5.7%.
21. Howdo you compensate regular employees for working onholidays?
Make up day off
given later; yearly bonus.
22. What admteston prices do you charge? $2.50, $1, $1~
23. Will you be raising prices after first of year? yes, no, no.

Public Relations Report
__ Gene Roberts,

Lookout!Lavidge

Advertising

Co.

A full report has been gi. ven to President Gibson.
The Agency prepared ten press releases last year, plus a couple ofindividualfeatures. We did a Darius Media Service release on "Americans going Undergroond, 1970."
This was a costly venture.
We've received back 158 clippings so far. We did a general
release on honorary memberships
extended to Mammoth & Carlsbad.
We did a feature
00 tact that caves are ideal year-rcund
vacation attraction for whole family because of
even-temperature
and easy accessibility.
We did stories on Directors and1V."P'sfor regional distribution.
We did general release m announcement of Conventicra, and did 10-
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caltzed releases at Chattanooga.
Weill get info rot abort election of new President.
We
did a brochure last year, & Membership Directory.
As a result of brochures & press
releases we had 725 requests for information concerning individual caves.
These came
from 32 states
DC & Ontario
Canada.
We got requests from every state where there
is an NCA cav~- except South'Dakota.
We had ,9 requests from travel writers.
If we continue to represent Association next year, we woold recommend the following: Announcement of new President's
election; localized announcements of Regional
VP's & other officers; Darius Media Ser-vice or-Camera Ready Travel News; preparation of releases for regional distribution of NCAmember caves in various regions across
country; general mailings to travel editors and fact-filler material on caves; announce
any new NCA members;
general stories about next year's convention, etc.; prepare &
distribute any NCA policy statement. on outdoor advertising legislation.
We propose
NCA's own declaration of "clean air day", with an invitation for the public to attend any
NCA cave free to get a last whiff of clean air and go back horne to fight for more of it in
their own communities."
Cculd probably get a good bit of publicity on something
like
this.

Cost to continue Lookout/Lavidge
services is $300 per month. 10,000 copies
,)f the brochure last year cost $810.
With our merger with Lavidge we probably have the largest TV capabilities in
southeas t. If Association
would be mte-ested in film or slide presentations,
I'm sure
we could provide this.

Annual

Business

Session

Nominating Committee

suggested

afficers

and directors

for coming year as rot-

lows:
President:
Thomas H. Gibson, Skyline Caverns, Front Royal, Va.
V-Pres. , Ed Swartz, Indian Echo Caverns, Hummelstown, Pa.
Sec-Treas.,
Roy Davia, Cumberland Caverns, McMinnville, Tenn.
Directors:
1. Lydia Neubuck, Natural Stone Bridge & Caves, Pottersville,
N.Y.
2. Holt Maloney, Luray Caverns, Va.
3. Pete Hailey, Forbidden Caverns, Tenn.
4. Wayne McCord, Fantastic Caverns, Mo.
5. Clara Heidemann, Natural Brddge Caverns, Texas
6. Fred Hanneman, Cave of the Mounds, Wis.
The recommendations
of the Naninating Committee were unaminously approved.
Site for the 1971 Convention was discussed at length. Both California and Pennsylvania had extended invitations.
It was decided that Officers would choose between
the two sites.
A poll of members present at the Convention resulted in a tie. (Editors
Note: Officers and Directors have designated Pennsylvania as site bf 1971 Convention
--with California to be host in 1972. This decision received by mail since the meeting).
An open letter of resignation, from Jay Gurley, Cathedral Caverns, Ala. , was
read by Pres. Gibson. Mr. Gurley expressed the view that NCA did not serve the purposes of the little cave operator--but
that it was expressly for the benefit of the larger
attractions.
Much discussion followed the reading of Mr. Gurley'S letter, and many were concerned and sorry that he should take this position.
Everyone was given an opportunity
to express his feelings--and
no one could conscientuously agree with Mr. Gurley's accusation: to the contrary, everyone felt NCA offered more, if anything, to the little op-
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srator

than to the large one.

Cathedral

Caverns'

resignation

was a,¢~pted,

with. re-

'A~l

gret.
exceeding that covered by registration

Convention expenses

fees should be borne

~.':,i NeA, it was decided.

Association Financial Statement
';T:R and is not reprinted here.

was published in the November,

1970 DOWN UN-

Bob Hudson, Chairman of Admissions Standards Committee advised that he would
sending out a questionnaire from which to obtain members' thoughts concerning stanrrds for NCA membership.
Carl Gibson moved that the President be authorized to appoint a a-man Inspec.on Team, working through Regional VP in an area of applicants of any new members-.nd that their application not be passed upon until their report is in--and at the Annual ""
l.Aeeting (there being no possibility of acceptance or refusal of an application until folIowing such Annual Meeting). This world not apply to existing members or formerly
'existing members (except where new managements are involved). This motion was formally seconded and passed.
--Investigation must be reported to full membership--and
full membership will decide whether or not an attraction is to be accepted.
\\ayne McCord suggested that Fantastic Caverns may buy a mold with which to
produce plastic brochure-holders.
These would hold abort 150 brochures.
With a selfadhesive front to go on it these could be personalized for individual caves. Fantastic
is considering manufacturing these. Cost would be abwt75~ apiece.
Bob Hudson r-eported that the Round Springs Cavern, Mo. property was purchased
by the federal government at a figure of $177,800 instead of the $75,000 they had originally offered. Increased figure was due to "potential" of the cave, as proven in court.
Clara Heidemann, Natural Bridge Caverns, Texas, has been hit with a staggering problem.
She asks assistance from any who would release assessed evaluation of
their-property--for
tax purposes. Original increased assessment at NBC was' $625,000.
Clara fought that .. It was. then reduced to $375,000. The tax is figured at 20% of assessment. None of us could live with this sort of situation. NCA can help Clara by pr ovlding figures revealing that very few, if any, caves in U. S. have anything like a tax assessment approaching this figure.
Mrs. Arch Cameron,

MARK TWAIN CAVE, Mo. , won the door prize--a

shadow

box.

Gift Shop Merchandising
__ Russ Eaves, Gift Shop Mgr. , Meramec Caverns,

Mo.

I've received much food for thought--thatwill take me months to digest throughly, at this Convention. A cartoon in today's paper is relative to souvenlr-eelhng:
It was
a cartoon that said: ''Some days I feel like a rich man--whenl add up the cost of my Im-:
pulsebuying--when
I didn't" In fact, we who deal with tourists in the souvenir business
--are trying to get him to part with some of his money-von an impulse.
Pilferage is a big pr-colem to the gift-shC{) operator.
Write to Sfuall ) Business
man's Association for their mini-pamphlet:
''Management Aid,", 4f209J~It'1l give you
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some tips.

Also, "Detection

&

Prevention

Business Losses",

of

''Imbezzlement Con-

trols

"Preventing Retail Theft" are available just for writing.
'Buying souvenirs at a good price is important--but
not as important as buying a
product that will appeal on impulse to your customers.
Gifts are not an impulse buy,
by the way--but usually are premeditated--for someone else. A souvenir, on the other
hand is a memento of having been to your place--and also a status symbol for their
friends to see. Have your name, picture of your place, or other personalization on all
items - for your customers to take home to display to his friends. This is what we term

"approval advertising",
The souvenir business is fascinating, we admit, because most of it is "junk".
It is bought on impulse; it sets around for 6 months or a year on a table or dresser,
then makes its way to the basement for another 6 months or so--and eventually goes to
the garbage can. Yet millions of dollars are spent for these displaying articles that can
be approval advertising for you.
Some of us get out of line in pricing.
We're not dealing with numbskulls.
The
tourist doesn't mind being skinned a little bit--but they don't like being taken too far!
As a captive he doesn't mind paying 25~ for a lfif drink: but be fair to him--and he '11
be fair to you.
Tourist leaves home intent on having a good time.
Often he has a big roll of
money in his pocket--and he's going to spend it. He will buy those souvenirs that are
displayed properly, attractively.
To disc wrage theft we installed closed circuit TV at Meramec.
This was not
only to watch the custorner--but to watch the employee. People are people. We also
have mirrors--which
are psychologically quite effective.
Employees (and customers)
who have made up their minds to steal from you--are hard to catch. Most people are
basically honest.

Gift Show S Aftermath
Following adjournment of the Convention displayers 'at the Gatlinburg Gift Show
opened early to accornodate cave pecple. Room after room of merchandise was spread'
thrwghout the River View Motel. Many valuable contacts were made and everyone appreciated the opportunity to see such a vast array of items.
_,-'
.. J
Saturday evening the Gift Displayers hosted an excellent Banquet at Gatlinburg's
beautiful Ski. Resort Lalge--high
in the Srnokies. If the te-totalers
became impatient
for dinner to be served, those of other persuasion were •.. feeling no pain! --The steakswere worth the wait however ...
--A poet-Convention trip at CUMBERLAND CAVERNS, McMinnville, Tenn. on
Sunday evening turned into a delightful experience for the dozen or so, who were able to
attend. After ample buffet dinner in Roy Davis's kitchen, the: Herschend'a,
ortman's',
Mann's, -Ifm-Schermerhurn , Dick Bell & friend, Lynn, and the Cumberland crew--took
a 4-hwr "spelunking trip" thr~gh the '-l~lf·,of
Cumberland Caverns.
--Never have
cave-people had so much downright funl At some stupid hour well into Monday morning
the keyed-up,' cave petple sprawled 00 ,Roy's ,livjng room f!..oor while Dick Bell-sh.owed
movies of shooting the Colorado River., - i
I,,'
.~\
J _

WowI What a Coove"Uool
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